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This document is focused on Greenscreen solar control fabrics against the 
background of Greencode environmental rating system for textiles -version v1.1 
WCP/interior. It is meant for information purpose only. 
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What is Greencode?
Greencode v1.2 is a ranking system for the determination of environmental friendliness 
of textiles. It is developed through a consensus-based process led by the Greencode 
committee. The committee is composed of a group of practitioners and representing a 
cross-section of highly experienced textiles experts. Greencode classified solar control 
fabrics are providing verification that a product meets the highest green performance 
measures. 

Why Greencode?
Greencode is the only environmental labeling program for functional textiles which 
indicates the environmental performance of a product from a whole of product life 
perspective. The label is awarded to products that meet voluntary environmental 
performance standards, which again have been created and assessed in conformance 
to international environmental labeling standards. The Greencode rating system is 
internationally recognized in over 60 countries and growing in demand and awareness.

Greencode and Sustainability
A sustainable building starts with the quality of its components, as measured by their 
environmental impact. Certainly, the ideal sustainable material would have no adverse 
impact and might even play a restorative role in the planetary ecosystem. But this 
material does not yet exist, not on any sizable scale anyway.


This is where Greencode comes into play. Greencode rated textiles are evaluated 
according to its life cycle. This consists of four general stages: Raw material, 
manufacture and transportation, tenure in the building, and disposal or reuse. 
Understanding how each of these phases affects the environment is the key to 
understanding sustainability. 


By using the 8 Sustainable & Environmental Product Evaluation Criteria as the 
background in the development of the Greencode rating standards, the product 
scorecard was created.
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The overall objective of the rating system is that environmental product development 
processes should be oriented towards sustainability criteria and managed in a resource-
efficient and environmental acceptable manner.
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Greencode - 8 Sustainable & Environmental Product  
Evaluation Criteria
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The term ,Sustainable development‘ has been defined in many ways. The most 
frequently quoted definition is from the ,Brundtland Report‘:

"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs“.

The clear set of "8 sustainable & environmental product evaluation criteria“, focussing on 
agreed-upon principles, enhances communication as well as opportunities for creativity 
in ecological product planning how to achieve sustainable development.

On the basis of the above product evaluation criteria, Greencode rating system can contribute 
to sustainable development to a limited, but nevertheless significant, extent.
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criteria achievable points

1 Made to last 10

2 The right materials 15

3 Avoiding the landfills 17

4 Clean and lean production 19

5 Efficient distribution 11

6 Corporate Social Responsibility 10

7 Innovation & development 35

8 Use & safety 8

                                         total: 125 pts.



Greencode offers 4 tier levels that correspond to the credits accrued in the 8 sustainable  
&  environmental product criteria.

Classification Levels
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40 to 60 pts

61 to 80 pts

81 to 100 pts

101 to 125 pts

APPROVED

SILVER

PLATINUM

GOLD

scoreclassification level

Greencode classified Greenscreen solar control fabrics 

Step by step, Hunter Douglas is analysing each phase of its Greenscreen fabric 
production process to make it even more efficient and low impact. The below table shows 
an already impressive rating for selected Greenscreen fabrics.    
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Greenscreen Eco 81     Gold

Greenscreen NRG 64     Silver

Greenscreen Revive 89     Gold    

BoXL  v1.2 WCP/interior 60     Approved

Greenscreen Duotone 71     Silver
�
v1.2 WCP/interior

�
v1.2 WCP/interior

Classification LevelScoreRating VersionFabric

v1.2 WCP/interior

v1.2 WCP/interior



Questions? 
E-mail: a.weiss@artex.hde.nl

Contact: André Weiss, Expert Center Manager Contract Fabrics
Hunter Douglas Europe b.v.
+31 (0) 492 3865 00  /office
+49 (0) 172 247 33 71 /cell

Hunter Douglas Europe b.v.
Bosscheweg 79
5735 GT Aarle-Rixtel
The Netherlands
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